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100% commission paid directly to your agency. 

It really is that simple!
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GOOD TO BE TRUE?
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Worldwide Insurance Network, Inc. reserves 
the right to change, edit, or alter content for 
publication. Editor assumes no responsibility for 
return or safety of unsolicited materials including 
art, photos, copy and manuscripts. 
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six times per year. All rights reserved. 

Permission: Material in this publication may not be 
reproduced in any form without written permission.  
Requests for permission may be made by e-mail 
or mail. E-mail the editor at katiewilmoth@
smartchoiceagents.com or mail requests to 
Managing Editor, Smart Choice® Publications  
1589 Skeet Club Rd. #102-PMB349,  
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WIN Smart Choice Insurance Agency, Inc. 
License #0F51715

Worldwide Insurance Network, Inc., 
does business as Smart Choice® Agents Program.
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s we approach the halfway point of 2022, we continue  
to see the ripple effects on our industry of economic  
instability wrought by the pandemic. Although we’ve 
been seeing indications of a hard market for some 

time, the state of the insurance industry shows no signs of  
reversing this trend and it continues to tighten from a risk  
perspective. 

When I first started Smart Choice in the mid-1990s, the industry 
was in its last true hard market. Agents could not get appointments 
and lost many key markets for many of the same reasons we’re  
experiencing currently. We continue to receive an increase in 
notifications from carrier partners regarding planned rate  
action and slowing down of appointment access across the  
country. Inflation is dramatically affecting repair costs, putting 
loss pressure on our carrier partners’ underwriting margins. 

So, what does this mean for independent agents?  
 These new guidelines and restrictions from the carriers will mean 
several things for independent agents across the industry:

•  Deceleration of new company appointments

•   Carriers focusing on agencies that can bring value and results 
to the company

•   Companies tightening qualifications and guidelines on agencies 
regarding low production, high Loss Ratios, bad retention, and 
poor quality of business (low limits, credit, prior insurance) 

•   Large Rate increases and tightening of class codes, more inspec-
tions and audits of books of business

•   Carriers will be focused on profitability rather than just new 
business growth

What you can do to succeed in this market  
Prepare your clients for rate increases and counsel them on why 
and how things are changing. As an independent agent, you will 
be uniquely positioned to serve your clients better than most  
captives – especially with the arsenal of market and product  
options that Smart Choice can provide you.

Regularly engage with the carriers you’re appointed with, and  
actively quote and write business with your top partners. 

Take advantage of national incentives, bonus opportunities and 
contests exclusively available to you through Smart Choice’s top 
carrier partners. This will boost your profitability and revenue 
stream and help you compensate for potentially higher business 
operational costs as well as inflated personal expenses.

Utilize Smart Choice’s programs like Smart Start for assistance 
placing business and accessing new markets, as well as the Express 
Markets E&S and Specialty carriers as they will be able to fill gaps 
in your product suite and provide coverage options for your clients 
that you may not have through other standard markets. There is a 
search tool provided to you in our online Agency Business Center 
if you’re having a tough time placing a certain risk.

Smart Choice will work with all agency partners to understand any 
new carrier guidelines in advance, and will create plans to manage 
their books of business to be quality books that are desirable to 
carriers. 

Agencies who can be both profitable and grow, will thrive, and 
Smart Choice aims to help each and every one of you do just that!

Smart Choice can and will be an enormously helpful avenue for 
many agencies faced with increasingly restrictive guidelines from 
the carriers. Our program will be able to provide a number of  
different options to help you access all the markets you need  
in the current climate, and agencies who are partnered with a  
network may be viewed more favorably, as they know we are  
working together to build profitable, solid books of business. 

Rest assured that we are prepared for these challenging waters  
and are actively making plans to help you navigate these changes  
and provide the guidance necessary to keep you and your 
agency thriving and growing!

C E O  L E T T E R

A
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DOUGLAS S. WITCHER: 
Doug Witcher is the 
founder, Chairman and 
CEO of Smart Choice®. 
Launched in 1994, Smart 
Choice® was established 
to help independent 
agents access better 
markets and establish 
solid relationships with 
some of the top insurance 
carriers in the nation. 
Thanks to Doug’s vision, 
today Smart Choice®

 has revolutionized the 
insurance industry to 
become one of the largest 
agency networks in the 
country.
 
Charitable giving is
an integral part of the 
Smart Choice® philosophy, 
and Doug is a dedicated 
servant leader in his
community, avidly  
supporting various 
non-profit organizations 
and events. He has received 
numerous awards and 
recognitions by leading 
insurance companies, 
over the course of his 
career in the insurance 
industry, for his leadership 
and commitment to 
profitability and growth.

C O N T R I B U T O R S

JOSH SEIBERT: 
Josh Seibert is the 
President of Training & 
Development Solutions, 
Inc., a  SandlerTraining 
center located in the Triad 
area. He completed a 
20-year career in the 
insurance and financial 
services industry, climbing 
the corporate ladder 
from a door-to-door 
salesperson in Charleston 
South Carolina, through 
the ranks of field 
management, to become 
the Director of Sales 
Training for Prudential 
Financial. In 1999, Josh 
created his training, 
coaching and consulting 
company in the Piedmont 
Triad specializing in Sales, 
Sales Management and 
Executive development. He 
is a known and respected 
authority and expert in 
his field and has written 
many articles for business 
magazines and news 
periodicals. Josh is often 
heard hosting various local 
radio shows and as a  
Keynote speaker.

OLIVER TRAVIESO: 
Oliver Travieso joined the 
Smart Choice team as Vice 
President of Commercial 
Lines in October of 2015. 
Oliver’s background is 
mainly in Commercial 
Insurance both in Sales 
and Underwriting. Prior to 
Smart Choice, Oliver was 
The Sales Director at CNA 
Insurance where he led
a group of Sales 
Representatives for 
the Southeast. Oliver is 
primarily responsible for 
overseeing commercial 
lines carrier partner 
relationships and setting 
the Commercial strategy 
for the field.

MIKE MILLER: 
With 43 years of 
experience in the 
insurance industry, 
Michael (Mike) Miller has 
held management 
positions in almost every 
facet including 
Underwriting, Controllers, 
Sales and Agency 
Marketing. Miller began in 
the Industry in November 
of 1980 where he started 
a scratch Agency with 
Allstate and earned the 
Allstate’s Honor Ring for 
performance. After three 
years he entered Sales 
Management where he 
earned the Key Manager 
designation 10 out of 10 
years and Chairman’s 
Inner circle 5 times, 
placing him in the top 
1% of Field Managers 
company wide.

Miller then became the 
Director of Marketing 
for MSI Insurance where 
he provided leadership 
for all company  
operations including 
HR, Sales, Marketing and 
Claims. He was the lead 
for Revenue Growth, 
operational and strategic 
planning for the personal 
and commercial lines 
company. Miller has been 
a State Director for Smart 
Choice since 2009 and is 
a recipient of the Smart 
Choice® Presidents Award.



       from the 
front line 
By:  Oliver Travieso, Vice President of Commercial Lines, Smart Choice

Agency Networks have historically been viewed as a great way 
to access markets, which is certainly a value proposition of 
most networks, aggregators, and cluster groups.  However, the  
typical costs of participation make the financial equation 
puzzling.  From fees to join to compensation splits, the price of 
admission alone can be disadvantageous.  Yes, you have access to 
markets, but do the costs outweigh the benefits?   Did you know 
that an agency can actually make MORE money because they are 
member of a network?  How could this be?  Afterall, the network 
has to be profitable to exist.  How can Smart Choice flip the script 
and make the network equation favorable to our agents?  As a 
Smart Choice agent, you already know it’s free to join and you can 
leave at any time.  You also know we offer a path to Leadership 
status that activates exclusive benefits including 100% carrier 
commission for our core programs, contingency opportunities 
at lower thresholds than directly-placed books, bonus com-
missions, and other benefits.   Let’s look at how Smart Choice is 
changing the revenue equation, especially in Commercial Lines.

Our Commercial team has negotiated some of the strongest  
compensation deals in the marketplace, giving our member  
agents an advantage on modest to larger sized books of business. 
In many cases, carriers require their own equation of Very 
Large Book + Profit + Growth = Contingent Compensation 
for the agency.  Smart Choice has dramatically grown our 
agency membership (adding over 1,000 agents annually)  
and our Commercial Lines portfolio in the last few years,  
allowing us to leverage that explosive growth coupled with  
consistent profitability to gain additional points from carrier 

partners, in some cases on a guaranteed basis.  Our agents then 
participate in these exclusive deals at much higher factors than 
they typically can get directly. 

Aggregation can be a great way to grow your revenue with the 
business you already have, be it Personal or Commercial Lines.  
For most of our markets, you can aggregate the book under 
Smart Choice to take advantage of our exclusive carrier deals.  
Books can be aggregated via code rolls to help the agent achieve  
Leadership status, or through true aggregation to simply 
 participate in our benefits while receiving 100% commission you 
were getting direct.  Either way, aggregated books can be taken 
back at any time without penalty.  There are some basic qualifiers 
to aggregate your book of business, so please consult with your 
local Territory Manager or State Director about the rules and 
perform calculations on your potentially qualifying Commercial 
books. Guaranteed points are always a great way to budget for 
your agency’s expenses and add revenue that you may not have 
qualified for in the past, and aggregating your book will then  
trigger and pass along any new business incentives that are  
exclusive to our network.  At Smart Choice, the revenue equation 
favors our member agents!

The New Equation:  Smart Choice + Commercial Insurance = More Agency Revenue

S M A R T  C H O I C E ®  M A G A Z I N E  7
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The agriculture industry gets more complex every day, and 
America’s ag professionals are looking for trusted experts to 
help them navigate their risks and insurance options. By joining 
the On Your Side® Farm Certifications program, you can give 
them a higher level of service — and watch your business grow. 

Scan the QR code to learn more about the  
On Your Side® Farm Certifications program  
or contact us at NWAGFarm@nationwide.com.

Become a Farm Certified Agent with Nationwide®

Invest a little time in Nationwide’s On Your Side® Farm Certification 
Program to increase your understanding of the agricultural 
landscape, boost your farm insurance product knowledge, provide 
basic risk assessment and assess the specific needs of large, 
integrated farms. Because the more you know about farm issues, 
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ranchers need an 
expert like you.

Tuition and benefits for all Farm 
Certification levels are subject to 
change. Nationwide, the Nationwide 
N and Eagle, Nationwide is on 
your side and Proud Partner of 
Independents are service marks 
of Nationwide Mutual Insurance 
Company. © 2021 Nationwide  
NPC-0470AO (03/20)
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WHEN THE COMPETITION GOES 
TO THE CABIN, GO AFTER 
COMMERCIAL BUSINESS

By: Michael Miller, State Director, Smart Choice®
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In my home state of Minnesota, we have two seasons: 
winter and cabin season. Cabin season has finally arrived. 
The highways clog with RVs and trucks towing boats as 
people get out of Dodge and head up north to their cabins. 
I’m sure it’s the same in your neck of the woods during the 
summer months.

And while I’m all for a little recreation, I will also say that 
while the competition’s away, savvy independent insurance 
agents take advantage of the opportunity to write more 
commercial business. 

The Commercial Advantage
Offering commercial insurance at your agency is one of the 
most profitable decisions you can make for your business. 
Commercial accounts tend to be larger than personal 
accounts, which means a larger commission check for you. 
Once they find an agent they can trust, business owners 
are also more loyal. They are less likely to leave an agency 
to save a few dollars if they feel their agent provides value. 
There’s also less competition in the commercial insurance 
market. Personal lines are inundated with captive agencies 
and direct writers. Personal lines products have become 
commoditized, making it difficult for agents to compete on 
anything but cost. 

However, the commercial lines market remains an 
independent agent’s game, especially small commercial 
accounts, such as most Main Street businesses. In the 
United States, there are 31 million small businesses that 
need commercial coverage. That’s more than enough 
business to go around. Agents just need to take advantage 
of the opportunity. 

The Commercial Hesitation
If there’s money to be made in commercial insurance, then 
why do so many independent agents hesitate to offer it 
at their agencies? In short, it’s complicated. Commercial 
policies are tailored to meet the needs of individual 
businesses. Agents must learn the ins and outs of their 
customers’ businesses to adequately protect them. 

The commercial lines marketplace is a lot more complicated 
than the personal lines market. There are dozens of 
standard carriers in the commercial space. But there are 
also dozens of specialty carriers that write hard-to-place 
risks, such as car dealerships, taverns, landscapers, and 

tree trimmers. Navigating these carriers can be difficult if 
an agent is new to the commercial side of the industry.
   
The Smart Solution 
If you’re new to writing commercial business at your 
agency, don’t let your lack of experience stop you from 
taking advantage of the opportunities writing commercial 
lines offers. If there’s a will, there’s a way. And Smart 
Choice® is here to help you, of course. 

Smart Start Commercial Lines was built for agents who 
are new to commercial insurance or only write a few 
commercial policies a year. The program teaches you how 
to write commercial lines business with support from a 
dedicated team at Smart Choice. What’s more, the program 
gives you access to national, A-plus rated carriers. In 
Minnesota, Smart Choice agents can write with Chubb, 
CNA, Liberty Mutual, Nationwide, Travelers, and The 
Hartford, among others. 

Quoting and binding coverage in Smart Start Commercial 
is easy. All you need to do is submit your prospect to the 
Smart Start system. The Smart Start team then reviews 
the prospect and submits the information to carriers, who 
provide you with a quote. The turnaround time is typically 
less than 24 hours. 

If accepted, the Smart Start team works with the carrier to 
bind the coverage. You receive your commissions on the 15th 
and 30th of each month. You and the carrier work together 
to service the policy through renewal. While Smart Choice 
is the name on the policy, you own the account. Once 
you’ve written at least $20,000 in business through Smart 
Start, you can work with your State Director or Territory 
Manager to be considered for a direct appointment with 
Smart Start carriers.

Smart Start Commercial is a great way for independent 
agents to become familiar with writing commercial 
insurance. Summer is the perfect time to take the leap into 
commercial insurance. Let your competition relax up at the 
lake while you write more business. Get in touch with your 
State Director or Territory Manager to learn more about 
Smart Start and other commercial insurance opportunities 
with Smart Choice. 
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SMART START 
COMMERCIAL– 

NOT JUST FOR MAIN 
STREET BUSINESS!

By: Mark Brandt, Assistant Vice President, Commercial Lines
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By now you’re aware that Smart Start Commercial is an efficient 
way for agencies of all sizes to profitably write small commercial.  
Whether your agency is a start-up looking to gain access to our 
portfolio of Standard National Carriers and establish acumen 
in the Commercial arena, or a larger Commercially-focused 
shop leveraging the efficiencies of the Smart Start team to write 
and service small business clients profitably, Smart Start is a 
one-size-fits-all solution!   

What you may not be aware of, is Smart Start Commercial isn’t 
just for “Main Street.”  Sure, we’ve got a robust portfolio of 
carriers and products for your florists, bakeries, and ice cream 
shops.  Every coverage those businesses could need are readily 
available through our program.   Our carrier partners have 
dedicated teams standing by and eager to quote, bind, and issue 
these policies on your behalf.  At the risk of sounding like one of 
those late-night infomercials…. WAIT, THERE’S MORE!

Although Smart Start’s Commercial team indeed processes a 
massive amount of “Main Street” small commercial policies 
every day, our rapidly expanding program offers a diverse 
range of products outside of that.   Got coastal exposures?  
Smart Start offers wind and earthquake for TIVs under $5M.   
Have construction and contractor clients?  Get your builders 
risk, surety bonds, and workers comp (including ghost policies) 
through Smart Start.  

We’ve got you covered for property on the move, from Ocean 
Marine to Motor Truck Cargo, we can even do Trucker’s  
workers comp in some states.  Auto Dealerships?  Yep.  How  
about Non-Profit organizations or Municipalities? Sure.   
Agents have had success placing middle market business 
through Smart Start across the spectrum of industries, 
from construction to manufacturing, from technology to  
distribution. We have products for large and small farm 
operations, as well as breweries and wineries.   Smart Start 
is able to write workers comp for larger accounts with more 
hazardous classes like boat building and repair, restaurants 
and brew pubs, even landscaping and janitorial.  

Smart Start Commercial will continue to be your go-to for Main 
Street small business, but we’re much more than that!  Our 
dedicated staff will work directly with carrier Underwriters 
to ensure the right coverages and the most competitive prices 
are offered to your middle market clients.  Smart Start is your 
complete solution for Commercial Lines!  Contact your State 
Director or Territory Manager to find out how Smart Start 
Commercial can help you drive more revenue to your agency.  
As they say in those infomercials, our operators are standing by.  
Make the call today!
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Over the past few years, more customers have started seeking 
out local deliveries of food and goods. This has caused a shift in 
the commercial auto and trucking space, dramatically impacting 
the demand for delivery and driving growth in the gig-economy 
delivery market. 

Final mile delivery – that last step to bring a product to the 
customer’s door – has unique risk exposures compared to 
traditional trucking. These delivery drivers need more flexible 
motor cargo insurance products to cover their risks. Independent 
agents are uniquely positioned to serve these customers by 
offering the ease, choice and advice to deliver comprehensive, 
affordable coverage. 

Here are a few things independent agents should know about 
final mile delivery and how to better serve these customers:

Final mile delivery is not the same as trucking
While final mile delivery has some of the same risk exposures 
as traditional trucking, the scale is very different. These delivery 
drivers make frequent stops, putting them at increased risk of 
theft. 

The growth in delivery has also led to more inexperienced 
delivery drivers on the road. These less experienced drivers are 
more at risk of an accident, increasing the risk of damage to the 
cargo they are carrying. 

However, this space also has lower severity than the traditional 
trucking industry. These drivers drive fewer miles and haul 
smaller, less valuable loads. 

Agents are uniquely positioned to offer the best protection 
Purchasing insurance can be a big challenge for companies using 
final mile delivery. Most customers are not aware that there is a 

commercial use exclusion on their personal auto policy and that 
they need business insurance to protect them. 

Affordability is another challenge, especially when customers 
are shoehorned into policies that are designed for traditional 
trucking operations. In this case, drivers must either pay steep 
prices for limits and coverages that they don’t need or risk being 
liable for the theft and damage of goods in their care during the 
delivery process. 

Independent agents can serve a critical role in educating 
customers on the risks and the best coverage solutions. They are 
uniquely suited to recommend appropriate customized solutions 
through products like Liberty Mutual’s new motor cargo product.

This is an opportunity for agents to grow their book
Fast delivery is no longer a value-add, it is the standard 
expectation. Final mile delivery is a critical component in the 
e-commerce equation. In fact, according to the World Economic 
Forum, there are expected to be 36% more delivery vehicles on 
the roads by 2030. 

Increasing growth of the gig-economy in the delivery space 
means that more people are turning to a business lines policy 
when they realize that their personal auto policy does not offer 
adequate protection. With more customers needing the counsel, 
advice and education from independent agents in this area, 
agents have an opportunity to harness the momentum and serve 
clients in this growing industry.  

Liberty Mutual’s new Motor Cargo product is available in most states 
and will become available to more states in 2022. 

HOW INDEPENDENT 
AGENTS WILL WIN IN 
FINAL MILE DELIVERY  
By: Liberty Mutual Insurance
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By: Josh Seibert, Sandler Training®

TALK 
LESS 
AND 

SELL MORE
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The STORY:
That morning Bill woke up with laryngitis. “Great,” he croaked at 
the mirror, “the big sale is today, and I sound horrible.” Stopping 
off at the pharmacy on the way in for some lozenges, he found his 
voice in even worse shape. While he could talk, it was just barely 
above a whisper and for not more than a few sentences.

The other agents, once they discovered Bill was silenced for once, 
thought it quite funny.

In the past, Bill was known for loud and long sales talks. Now they 
all wondered how long it would be before he decided to pack it in 
for the day.

After blowing off the first two prospects, Bill decided that trying 
to talk as if his voice were intact wouldn’t work. Besides his throat 
feeling like a combination of coarse sandpaper and a fresh burn, 
the painful sound of his voice was enough to drive away even the 
most dedicated buyer.

What the heck, he thought, I’ve got nothing to lose. When I 
approach a prospect, I’ll whisper that I’ve lost my voice and that 
she should ask me questions. I’ll jot the answers down. Who 
knows?

At the close of business that day, Bill was not the top producing 
agent. But, to be straightforward, Bill had never been the top 
producing agent. What he had accomplished, though, was nothing 
short of remarkable; he had beaten his previous best day’s sales 
total by 112%.

The RESULT:
Bill made the sales because he physically could not speak 
more than a few sentences. As a result of his not being able to 
“commandeer” the sales situation, the prospect had the time to 
make her own decision. In this case, the sales were made by the 
prospects.

DISCUSSION:
Perhaps Bill lost his voice because he spends so much time talking 
the prospects into occasionally doing something. Would it be 
more productive to talk less, and as a result, see more prospects?

Bill may well be using the “talk-’em-into-signing” method of 
sales because this is all he knows.  As a result of his illness, he 
may have discovered another, more effective method.

This is not to suggest that agents become mute and resort to 
writing down the answers to questions. But it does suggest the 
possibility that there is virtue in not trying to talk the prospect 
into the sale.

Prospects and on-going clients do not care to be on the receiving 
end of a one-sided conversation.  While the agent may know a 
great deal about a product, what the agent knows may not be the 
reason why a prospect buys.

APPROACH:
The only method an agent can use to talk less is to ask more 
questions. As a result of asking questions, the prospect does 
most of the talking. Initially, unless an agent is used to asking 
questions, this is difficult. Most agents’ questions are those which 
lead the agent into launching a one-sided conversation.

Instead of asking for yes, no, or one-worded answers, ask 
questions that give the prospect a chance to talk.

Instead of “What can I help you with today?”, ask “I appreciate 
you stopping in . . . whatever brought you down today?” And, 
regardless of what is said in response, turn it into a question.

Instead of “What price range are you looking for?”, ask “Suppose I 
had what you needed to solve the problem but at more than what 
you could see spending . . . how could I help you?” This one is 
tough to say, but it’s amazing the results you will get.

THOUGHT:
Prospects want to make decisions — the more you talk, the less 
chance they have to make one.
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HELPING AGENTS FIND 
LONG-TERM SUCCESS:

AN INTERVIEW WITH SAFECO'S TYLER ASHER

When independent agents are successful, so are the insurance 
carriers they represent. Tyler Asher is the president of 
independent agent distribution at Liberty Mutual and Safeco 
Insurance. Throughout his career, he’s learned the ins and outs 
of insurance distribution and how independent agents play a 
pivotal role. 

We recently had the opportunity to sit down with Tyler to learn 
more about his thoughts on independent agents, network 
partnerships and long-term success. Here is a recap of our 
interview.

Smart Choice Magazine (SCM): What is your role at Liberty 
Mutual and Safeco?

Tyler Asher: My career has pivoted over time, but right now, I'm 
leading the independent agency channel for Liberty Mutual small 
commercial and Safeco personal lines. I get to work with agents 
every single day, which is incredibly rewarding. 

We're partnering with agents to help them win long term, and 
that's what we're excited about. We’re focused on how we can 
advance the channel and it really comes from understanding 

that agents have choices. They have any number of carriers, and 
we know that nothing happens until they choose us, so we're 
committed to earning that choice each and every day. 

Our commitment to our agents is to do more than any other 
carrier to help them win the market today and tomorrow. That's 
our brand promise and how we go to market. We try to bring that 
promise to life through all the work we do – through our territory 
managers working with agents at the local level, and through all 
the tools we offer to help agents thrive in the market.

SCM: How do Liberty Mutual and Safeco use insurance networks 
to help agents?

Tyler Asher: From our standpoint, we're all in this together, and 
this is about creating a healthy and vibrant independent agency 
system. Our philosophy has always been one of partnership. How 
do we come together for the betterment of our members and the 
betterment of individual local agencies? Being an independent 
agent doesn't mean going it alone, right? 

There are a ton of carrier resources that any agency can tap into. 
We're proud of what we offer, but there are also resources that an 
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insurance network might provide to their members. So, the way 
we approach working with networks is really to strategically step 
back and say, “How can we come together and use the totality of 
what we offer to make sure agents have access to the very best 
programs and resources?” 

SCM: How can agents leverage networks to better serve their 
clients?

Tyler Asher: I really do think it's taking advantage of all the 
programming that they offer. We do a lot of research, and we’ve 
found that if you ask most agents about their biggest top-of-mind 
concerns, you'll get a variety of answers. But generally, it boils 
down to finding talent. How do you hire producers? How do you 
get them trained? 

Agents also need help from a marketing standpoint. How do they 
put themselves out in the community and bring in lead volume? 
They need help with servicing resources so they can focus on 
growing the business. That's where both carriers and insurance 
networks can play a huge role.

We're in a business where scale does start to matter, and so the 
ability for a carrier or a national organization to be able to provide 
that level of support, to tap into that scale, really to focus again on 
growing the business, is very important. 

Agencies within an insurance network should be taking 
advantage of all the offerings. Sit down and build your annual 
strategic plan. What aren't you taking advantage of today? That's 
a huge opportunity for the entire channel.

SCM: Is there anything networks offer that agents are 
underutilizing?

Tyler Asher: The first thing that comes to mind is digital 
transformation. As we went through the COVID pandemic, we 
certainly saw agents thinking about digital as a core part of their 
strategy and that's only accelerated. 

The adoption of digital was astronomical. There's a chart that 
I always visualize. It shows that in the first two months of the 

pandemic, we outpaced the prior 10 years of adoption in 
e-commerce when people were first sent home and businesses 
closed. That will abate. It's also true, though that customer 
expectations have shifted.

Customers want the ability to get their needs met on-demand, 
24/7. They want it to be really easy to work with their agency and 
their carrier, so how do we meet those expectations? If you're a 
small retail location, that can be a daunting task to think through. 
And that's where I think there are a lot of network resources that 
can help.

The other area of underutilization is one I mentioned already: 
talent. I'm sure you've read the headlines on the Great 
Resignation and how hard it is to find talent. And quite frankly, 
the independent agency system was already facing that challenge 
before many of these trends. If we look at the percentage of 
agency staff that are nearing retirement, it is very high. There is a 
crucial need to bring new talent in, so that's another area where 
I'd say agents really can tap into some of the network resources 
available.

Many carriers and certainly insurance networks, offer resources 
to help agencies recruit and find the right talent. There are also 
tools to help with onboarding to bring new hires up to speed 
quickly.

SCM: Is there anything else that successful agents can do to 
adapt?

Tyler Asher: I think the most successful agents have maintained 
a growth mindset. They realize that in chaos, there's opportunity. 
How do we really demonstrate the superpowers of independent 
agents? That's the ability to provide ease of doing business, choice 
in terms of breadth of offering and custom-tailored advice. 

When you think about the environment we've been in over the 
last two years, there's never been a better time for agents to 
demonstrate their value to clients. Customers are asking, "Am I 
covered for this? My business is shifting to do deliveries. Do I 
have the right coverage to be able to make those pivots?"

continued on page 24
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Independent agents have had a really unique opportunity to 
demonstrate what sets them apart and we truly believe there's no 
better way to purchase a quality product than through a trusted 
adviser. It’s important to look at the opportunity despite the 
chaotic, unprecedented environment. We've run out of words to 
describe the pandemic experience, but we've really seen agents 
focus on opportunity and many are telling us, "We had record 
growth years in the last two years."

SCM: What upcoming trends do you see that agents should be 
ready for?

Tyler Asher: Near term, the industry goes in cycles, as you well 
know, and we're in a period right now as we come out of the 
pandemic where we've had a lot of supply chain issues. I think 
everybody's seeing that, whether it's labor shortages or material 
cost. 

We're in an environment we haven't been in in a few years where 
we're going to see inflation start to impact pricing. And so, agents 
and carriers are going to spend a little bit more time over the 
next year to 18 months really explaining to customers the impacts 
of those trends. We're going to see some rate increases that are 
maybe a little higher than what we've all experienced in the past. 

There’s another broader trend that I'd really call attention to, and 
that is the shifting demographics of the country. The makeup of 
the country is different than it's been, so one challenge for agents 
is to determine how they can best serve their full communities.

A great way to do that is to really focus on hiring diverse producers 
– producers who have different networks, different connections, 
different centers of influence in the community to bring in 
additional growth. This is one area we're leaning into a lot. 

A related area is female representation for agency owners. 
It's pretty interesting when you look at the demographics of 
the channel. It's a channel that is largely female. In fact, if you 
look at it by role, CSRs are predominantly female. If you look at 
producers, it's pretty evenly split between men and women. But 
then when you get to agency ownership level, we just don't see 
the same level of female representation.

So that's another area that we're leaning into a bit more. How 
do we think about that? Here we have a channel that we think 
is delivering exceptional value to customers. As we think about 
the future of the channel, we think about agencies having 
perpetuation plans. Who in the office is next up in terms of 
being able to perpetuate the business? We think there's a huge 
opportunity when the majority of the channel is already female.

SCM: Is there a particular strategy you recommend for agents to 
achieve growth?

Tyler Asher: Growth comes from taking advantage of the 
superpowers that agents have: ease of doing business, choice, 
custom-tailored advice. I also think being local is a superpower. 
There is no better way to purchase insurance, in my opinion. No 
one does as much good in a local community as an independent 
agent. 

The fact that agents continue to give and are actively involved in 
their communities is just a huge differentiator and it connects 
with consumers. Consumers want to do business with people 
who care and are having an impact on where they're living and 
raising their families. 

I would also say that as you continue to find success, continue to 
reinvest – whether that's hiring, new technology, or just getting 
out there more – continue to invest. This is an industry where 
that's absolutely critical. If you’re stagnant, it’s a really hard thing 
to get out of. Ask, “What's next for us as an agency? What's next 
for us as a team? How do we continue to move the ball down the 
field?”

This interview has been edited for length and clarity.

continued from page 23
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Getting started as an independent agency can be chal-
lenging. Even once you’ve found success, navigating 
industry and market changes isn’t always easy. Allan 
Miles, founder of R. Allan Miles Insurance Agency, 
has leveraged a network partnership to help him nav-
igate those changes and build a multimillion-dollar 
agency.

Getting Started
Allan got into the insurance business in 1987, and his 
early experiences may sound familiar to a lot of peo-
ple in the industry. He was in college, exploring his 
options, when he started working for a life insurance 
company. A couple of years later, he moved into other 
lines with a different insurer, but he was still work-
ing as a captive agent. In 1999, he decided to take the 
plunge and form an independent agency, the R. Allan 
Miles Insurance Agency. 

He’s done incredibly well for himself in the years 
since. After starting his agency from scratch, he now 
has a book of business worth nearly $7 million.

Over the years, his network relationship has helped 
him grow through many challenges. “Smart Choice 
has been part of my agency for a very long time,” Al-
lan says. He doesn’t recall exactly when he first joined 
the network, but he estimates that it was around 20 
years ago. 

The network provided the support that Allan – and 
many others in his situation – need to gain a foothold 
in the business. As Allan explains, “In the indepen-
dent agency environment, especially in the begin-
ning years, you're trying to grow your market base, 
and you're trying to represent the most reputable and 
most competitive companies. That's difficult because 
a lot of companies are very careful about who they ap-

point. They look at lots of things and that makes it a 
challenge, especially when you're an agent just getting 
started.” 

Growing an Agency Takes Hard Work
Allan’s agency has seen tremendous success, but it 
didn’t happen overnight. When asked how he got his 
agency to the point where it could thrive, Allan can’t 
point to one single thing. 

“It's an accumulative effect, of course, as we all know 
in the industry,” he says, detailing how he added cli-
ents by referrals and simply worked hard and put 
himself out there to gain new business. “It took many 
years to get there, but my network has played a role 
through all of those years,” he adds.

A Dual Role
When Allan was building his independent agency, he 
primarily needed the carrier access that Smart Choice 
could provide. However, more than two decades later, 
access isn’t as much of a challenge. Allan has prov-
en himself to carriers, and with a multimillion-dollar 
book of business, meeting production requirements 
isn’t the hurdle it used to be.

Given this, you might wonder why Allan maintains 
his network partnership. As it turns out, he has a good 
reason for staying: More options.

“Smart Choice serves a dual role,” Allan says, explain-
ing that Smart Choice works very well for agencies 
that are trying to gain traction and market access, but 
the network works equally well for well-established 
agencies with many direct appointments who like to 
have as many options as possible.

CASE STUDY: 
How One Agent Developed a Multimillion-Dollar  
Independent Agency from Scratch
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Those options may include access to more carriers, 
but they also may include options for how you submit 
business and get paid. In some cases, aggregating with 
Smart Choice may provide an advantage over direct 
business submission, based on their volume and how 
they structure their bonuses.

“You're trying to give your attention to your carriers 
that you have appointments with, and you want to 
give each one the proper business that you can place 
with them,” says Allan. “Smart Choice allows you to 
also add in some other carriers, while still focusing on 
the direct appointment carriers. So, it just works well 
for us…really well.”

Keeping Up with Market Shifts
The industry consistently changes, and independent 
agencies need to be able to evolve along with it. Allan’s 
network partnership has helped him stay on the lead-
ing edge of these changes. 

For instance, let’s say that Allan discovers that a new 
carrier has a tailored product offering and the most 
competitive rates for a certain business niche. His net-
work works to make him knowledgeable about these 
changes and new offerings and can give him an ap-
pointment more quickly and with lower or no pro-
duction requirements. 

“Because the business is very cyclical, companies may 
be competitive one year and not as competitive at the 
next renewal,” Allan says. By working with a network, 
his agency can always offer the most competitive op-
tions to their clients. He also receives guidance about 
how to best serve customers in a new niche.

A Partnership That Benefits 
Independent Agents
A good partnership benefits both parties, and that’s 
certainly been Allan’s experience with his Smart 
Choice relationship. Allan describes the Smart Choice 
platform as “very equitable and extremely fair.” He 
can’t say the same about all the organizations available 
to independent agents.

“There are other aggregator type groups out there, but 
I feel like their contracts tie you in much longer and 
much deeper,” he explains. One big advantage is that 
Smart Choice stops taking a commission percentage 
once a certain level is reached. “With some of these 
other networks and aggregators, you don't have that 
cap. They're going to take a percentage of what you 
do in perpetuity, and they're going to take it at that 
same percentage no matter how big your book gets. 
To me, that makes Smart Choice a very equitable and 
fair proposition.”

An Expert in Your Corner
Whether you’re just starting out or you’ve got years 
of experience under your belt, the industry is always 
presenting new challenges and opportunities.

As an independent agent, it can be nice to know that 
someone’s got your back. Allan gets that from Smart 
Choice.

“It's a very hands-on type of relationship,” Allan says 
of Smart Choice. “Whatever problems or issues that 
may have come up, they've worked tirelessly and with 
a sense of urgency to get those things resolved.”

Are you ready to see how a network partnership could 
help you grow your agency? Learn more.
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